
With June officially behind us, it’s time to face the facts: we’re 
headed toward the second half of 2021. While there’s still plenty 
of time to enjoy the rest of summer, we encourage you to slow 
down and check up on your financial well-being.

Review your budget: Your spending habits likely look different 
now than they did in 2020, but did you adjust your yearly bud-
get accordingly? The second half of the year can be expensive, 
between the holiday season and back-to-school spending. Take 
some time now to prepare.

Check your credit score: If you plan on moving, purchasing a car, 
or taking out a personal loan this year, you’ll want your cred-
it score in good shape. Your score could have been impacted by 
recently accrued debt, late payments, hard credit inquiries, iden-
tity theft, and more.

Prepare for advanced tax credits: If your family is eligible, you 
may begin receiving advanced child tax credits in July. Families 
who qualify are expected to receive six installments via direct 
deposit or mailed check. If you anticipate getting the credit, you 
may want to talk it over with your tax professional. 

With 2021 looking different than last year, take some time to 
evaluate your financial standings as we prepare for the second 
half of the year. Remember, we’re always here if you need assis-
tance reassessing or working towards your financial goals.
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Conducting Your Mid-Year
Financial Checkup

The midpoint of the year is a great time to review 
your financial position.

All kinds of change will 
be upon us as September 

is right around the 
corner.

If you have Medicare or 
Access Health questions, 

please call us for help.

Some good advice in this 
Newsletter edition, but 
this is a great time to let 

us help you get out of 
debt in 5-9 years 

without spending any 
more money than you 
are currently spending. 
Especially the college 

crowd of recent 
graduates. Let us get rid 
of your student loans, 

with our proven 
program of debt 

elimination

Looking forward to 
talking with you.

-Ed, Kara & Alexa   



The Pros and Cons of Early Retirement Plan Rollovers

Should you withdraw and reinvest your retirement plan money while you are 
still on the job?

Did you know you may be able to take your 
401(k), 403(b), or 457 plan and roll it into
another type of retirement account while you 
are still working? Let’s look at how these
rollovers can happen and the pros and cons of 
making them.  

To start, some basics. Distributions from 401(k) 
plans and most other employer-sponsored 
retirement plans are taxed as ordinary income, 
and if you take one before age 59½, a 10% 
federal income tax penalty commonly applies. 
In addition, 20% of the withdrawn amount is 
withheld for tax purposes. Generally, once you 
reach age 72, you must begin taking required 
minimum distributions.1

Now, the fine print. You may be able to take a 
distribution from your qualified,
employer-sponsored retirement plan while 
still working, via an in-service non-hardship 
withdrawal. This is done by arranging a direct 
rollover of these assets to an Individual
Retirement Account (IRA) in order to
potentially avoid both the 10% penalty and the 
20% tax withholding in the process. It’s
important to note that this option is only
available if allowed by your employer.2

It may be smart to speak to your financial
professional before making any changes. 

Generally, distributions from traditional IRAs 
must begin once you reach age 72. The money 
distributed to you is taxed as ordinary income. 
When such distributions are taken before age 
59½, they may be subject to a 10% federal
income tax penalty.

The criteria for making in-service non-hard-
ship withdrawals can vary. Some workplace 
retirement plans simply prohibit them. Others 
permit them when you have been on the job for 
at least five years or when assets in your plan 
have accumulated for at least two years or you 
are 100% vested in your account.2 

Weigh the pros and cons. Who knows if your 
reinvested assets will perform better in an IRA 
than they did in your company’s retirement 
plan? Only time will tell. Right now, you can 
put up to $7,000 into an IRA, annually, if you 
are 50 or older. The limit on annual additions, 
however, is much more impressive at $58,000 
for 2021. Lastly, if your employer matches your 
retirement plan contributions, getting out of 
the plan may mean losing future matches.3



The U.S. inflation rate by year is the percentage 
of change in product and service prices from 
one year to the next, or year-over-year. 
The inflation rate responds to each phase of the 
business cycle. That’s the natural rise and fall 
of economic growth that occurs over time. The 
cycle corresponds to the highs and lows of a 
nation’s gross domestic product (GDP), which 
measures all goods and services produced in 
the country.

Business Cycle: Expansion and Peak
The business cycle runs in four phases. The 
first phase is the expansion phase. This is when 
economic growth is positive, with a healthy 2% 
rate of inflation. The Federal Reserve considers 
this an acceptable rate of inflation.1

On August 27, 2020, the FOMC announced it 
will allow a target inflation rate of more than 
2% if that will help
ensure maximum employment. It still seeks a 
2%
inflation over time but is willing to allow
higher rates if inflation has been low for a 
while.2

As the economy expands past a 3% rate of 
growth, it can create an asset bubble. That’s 
when the market value of an asset increases 
more rapidly than its underlying real value.
The second phase of the cycle is known as the 
peak. This is the time when expansion ends and 
contraction begins.

Business Cycle: Contraction and Trough
As the market resists any higher prices, a
decline begins. This is the beginning of the 
third, or contraction, phase. The growth rate 
turns negative. If it lasts long enough, it can 
create a recession.
During a recession, deflation can occur. That’s 
a decrease in the prices of goods and services. It 
can often be more dangerous than inflation.
As the economy continues its downward trend, 
it
reaches the lowest level possible for the
circumstances. This trough is the fourth phase, 
where contraction ends and economic
expansion begins. The rate of inflation begins 
to increase again, and the cycle repeats.
During recessions and troughs, the Federal
Reserve (the Fed) uses monetary policy to con-
trol inflation, deflation, and disinflation.

The Effect of Monetary Policy
The Fed focuses on the core inflation rate, 
whichexcludes gas and food prices. These

volatile prices change from month to month, 
hiding underlying inflation trends.
The Fed sets a target inflation rate of 2%. If the 
core rate rises much above that, the Fed will 
execute a contractionary monetary policy. It 
will increase the federal funds rate. This is the 
rate at which banks lend to each other
overnight. Historically, this action reduces
demand and forces prices lower.
The Fed can also lower the federal discount 
rate, which makes it cheaper to borrow money 
from the Fed itself. This is an attempt to
increase demand and raise prices.

Other tools that the Fed uses are:
• Reserve requirements (the amount banks

hold in reserves)
• Open market operations (buying or selling

U.S. securities from member banks)
• Reserve interest (paying interest on excess

reserves)3
• U.S. Inflation Rate History and Forecast
• The best way to compare inflation rates is

to use the end-of-year CPI. This creates an
image of a specific point in time.

...

Why the Inflation Rate Matters
The inflation rate demonstrates the health of 
a country’s economy. It is a measurement tool 
used by a country’s central bank, economists, 
and government officials to gauge whether 
action is needed to keep an economy healthy. 
That’s when businesses are producing,
consumers are spending, and supply and
demand are as close to equilibrium as possible.
A healthy rate of inflation is good for both
consumers and businesses. During deflation, 
consumers hold on to their cash because the 
goods will be cheaper tomorrow. Businesses 
lose money, cutting costs by reducing pay or 
employment. That happened during the
subprime housing crisis.
In galloping inflation, consumers spend now 
before prices rise tomorrow. That artificially 
increases demand. Businesses raise prices
because they can, as inflation spirals out of 
control.
When inflation is steady, at around 2%, the 
economy is more or less as stable as it can get. 
Consumers are buying what businesses are 
selling.

US Inflation Rate by Year from 1929 to 2023



Fun Facts About Summer!
Quarterly data

Quarter in Brief

Domestic Economic Health

The first modern Olympic Games were 
held in the summer in 1896 in Athens, 

Greece.

Watermelon is one of summer’s best 
summer treats. Did you know that
watermelons are not a fruit, but a 

vegetable instead? They belong to the 
cucumber family of vegetables.

The Eiffel Tower actually grows in the 
heat of the summer. Due to the iron 
expanding, the tower grows about 6 

inches every summer.

Another interesting fact about summer 
is that television shows used to only be 
reruns during the summer months. The 

idea being that everyone was outside 
enjoying the weather.

The “dog days of summer” refer to the 
dates from July 3rd to August 11th. They 

are named so after the Sirius the Dog 
Star. This star is located in the
constellation of Canis Major.

Frisbee’s, invented in the 1870’s as 
a pie plate, but in the 1940’s, college 

students began throwing them around. 
They have since stopped being used for 
pie plates and are now a summertime 

staple.

The second quarter began by building on the first-quarter’s gains, with stretches of 
sideways trading and incremental increases that led to multiple record highs over the 
course of the three months. Encouraging economic data, a strong corporate earnings 
season, and the broadening of the nation’s economic reopening was juxtaposed by 
heightening inflation fears, a short-lived spike in bond yields, and a simmering anxiety 
over potential changes in Fed monetary policy.

With 99% of the companies in the S&P 500 index reporting, 86% reported a positive 
earnings surprise, with an average earnings growth rate of 61.0%, the highest since the 
fourth quarter of 2009. (1)

Solid corporate earnings, however, did not drive the overall market materially higher, 
as inflation weighed on investor sentiment. Many investors were troubled for much of 
the second quarter by an acceleration in the rate of inflation, worried that the Federal 
Reserve could begin tapering some of its easy-money policies sooner than expected. 
Some investors were particularly anxious about the prospect of the Fed being wrong 
about the transitory nature of the pick-up in inflation, which could require the Fed to 
slam the monetary brakes harder at a future date, potentially sparking a recession and 
affecting stock valuations.

Stocks stumbled following a Fed announcement that interest rate hikes could begin in 
2023—sooner than it had anticipated—and that it had raised its inflation expectation, 
though it remained steadfast in its position that above-target inflation would be 
transitory.

The quarter closed out on a strong note, as investors welcomed the announcement of 
an apparent agreement on a $1 trillion infrastructure spending bill and news that banks 
had passed Fed stress tests. The news was enough to send stocks to new all-time highs 
in the final trading days of June.

The U.S. economy continued its remarkable recovery in the second quarter, aided by 
a substantial pick-up in the pace of COVID-19 vaccinations nationwide, an increase 
in economic reopenings at state and local levels, and by government stimulus 
spending.
Though second-quarter economic growth won’t be known until July’s release of the 
Q2 GDP (Gross Domestic Product) report, the economy looks to be building on its 
first-quarter gains. 
According to the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, which tracks economic data in real 
time, their model is pointing toward a 8.3% real rate of GDP growth in the second 
quarter.2 
Economic data released during the quarter suggest that the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Atlanta’s estimate looks realistic. Manufacturing activity, as measured by the ISM 
(Institute for Supply Management) Manufacturing PMI (Purchasing Managers 
Index), rose in May, marking the 12th consecutive monthly increase. The central 
challenge for U.S. manufacturers has been meeting high-consumer demand, as the 
combination of increased consumer spending and supply chain bottlenecks have 
created temporary shortages. Meanwhile, the ISM Services PMI reached an all-time 
high in May, rising for the twelfth straight month, as well.3,4
Consumer confidence is high, with June’s reading reaching its highest level since the 
onset of the pandemic in March 2020, according to the Conference Board’s 
Consumer Confidence Index.5 
This elevated level of consumer confidence is backed by some $2 trillion in personal 
savings that Americans may be looking to spend as the summer unfolds and 
vaccination rates increase further.6



Quarterly data

Global Economic Health

Domestic Economic Health
cont.

The labor market recovery, which has lagged other parts of the economy, such as consumer 
spending and manufacturing, saw meaningful improvement in the second quarter. The weekly 
initial jobless claims fell below 400,000 for the first time since the pandemic began, while job 
openings reached 9.3 million, the highest number ever recorded by the Department of Labor’s Job 
Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS).7,8

The Federal Reserve’s revised outlook on economic growth grew a bit more optimistic. In its June 
publication of members’ economic projections, the median view was that GDP growth would come 
in at 7%, a half percentage point higher than its March projection. Accompanying this higher 
economic growth revision was also a change in members’ inflation expectations. The median 
inflation expectation for 2021 jumped to 3.4%, up from its 2.4% March estimate. Its view on the 
unemployment rate was unchanged, projecting the unemployment rate to end the year at 4.5%.9

After a decline in output in the first quarter, economic activity in Europe picked up in the second quarter 
thanks to a widening vaccination distribution and a relaxation of economic restrictions. Despite its slow 
start to the year, the Euro area economy is projected to grow by 4.3% in 2021, powered by consumer 
spending, fiscal support, and exports. Unemployment levels are expected to fall to near pre-crisis levels.10 
As vaccination rates have hit 70% in the U.K., the return to economic normalcy has been quicker than on 
the continent. This high rate of vaccinations, along with accommodative fiscal policy, is expected to lead to a 
7.2% growth in GDP this year.11 

China’s vaccination rollout has only recently gathered steam, with its slow start limiting full recovery from 
the pandemic shutdown. Nevertheless, China’s recovery has been strong, with economic growth this year 
projected to be 8.5%. Investment has led the recovery, with consumer consumption growth rebounding 
more slowly. Imports and exports have seen a solid improvement.12 

After finding early relative success in recovering from the pandemic’s economic impact, Japan declared a 
state emergency in April due to rising infection rates in certain prefectures. The economic containment 
measures subsequently implemented were insufficient to stem the virus’s spread, resulting in muted 
economic growth in the second quarter. Despite this, Japan’s economy is anticipated to expand this year, 
albeit at a tepid 2.6% rate.13

The MSCI-EAFE Index, which tracks developed overseas markets, rose 4.37% in Q2, while emerging 
markets, as measured by the MSCI-EM (Emerging Markets) Index, gained 4.42%.14  
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